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M.BORATYÑSKI

ABSTRACT. We prove that V C A£ (V-smooth) is a set-theoretic complete

intersection (stci) if and only if V imbedded as a zero section of its normal

bundle is a stci, we give a characterization of smooth codimension 2 stci of

index < 4 in terms of their conormal modules.

Introduction. This paper is another author's attempt to settle Murthy's prob-

lem of whether a smooth affine variety is a set theoretic complete intersection. The

main result of the first part of our paper states that V C AjJ (F-smooth) is a set

theoretic complete intersection (stci) if and only if V embedded as a zero section

of its normal bundle is a stci. It follows that the property of V C AjJ being a stci

depends only on the isomorphism class of the conormal module of V. So if one

believes that Murthy's problem has a negative solution, it makes sense to look for

a characterization of a smooth stci in terms of its conormal module. This line of

investigation is pursued in the second part of this paper when codimV = 2. We

were able to characterize there the conormal modules of smooth stci of index < 4.

Io. A normal bundle of smooth stci. In the sequel A will always denote

k[Xx,X2,..-,Xn] (k any field) and I C A its ideal. P will stand for I/I2—
the conormal module which has a natural structure of an A/I-module. We let

S = S(P) = 0¿>o S*P be the symmetric algebra of P and S+ = ©¿>0 SlP its

augmentation ideal.

In this section we prove the following:

THEOREM l.l. Let I be an ideal of A such that R = A/1 is smooth over k.

Then I is a stci if and only if S+ is a stci.

REMARK. The above theorem is an algebraic version of the result mentioned in

the Introduction.

COROLLARY 1.2. The property of being a stci for a smooth V C AJJ depends
only on the isomorphism class of its conormal module.

PROOF. Obvious.

COROLLARY 1.3. The property of being a stci for a smooth V does not depend
on the embedding into An provided n>2 dim V + 1.

PROOF. Let <px: V —» An and <p2: V —► An be two (closed) embeddings of

V into An.  Then the conormal modules relative to these embeddings are stably
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isomorphic. In view of the Bass Cancellation Theorem they are isomorphic since

their ranks are > dimV. One has to now invoke Corollary 1.2 to finish the proof.

COROLLARY 1.4. Suppose V C A" where V is a smooth stci. Then a scheme

of zeros of a generic section of the normal bundle of V is either empty or a stci as

a subvariety ofV.

PROOF. Let R denote the coordinate ring of V and let P be its conormal

module. The sections of the normal bundle of V are in one-to-one correspondence

with the elements of Hom(P, R). For 7 g Hom(P, F) the scheme of zeros of the

corresponding section is SpecF/7(P).

By [4], for a generic 7 G Hom(P, R), 7(F) is a height k ideal of R, where k = rk P,

unless 7(P) = R if k > dim P. 7 G Hom(P, R) induces the ring homomorphism

S(P) —> R which maps S+ onto 7(F). So if k = rkP < dimP, 7(F) is a stci since

S+ is generated up to radicals by k elements (k = htS+), and if k > dimP the

scheme of zeros of a generic section of a normal bundle of V is empty.

For the proof of Theorem 1.1 we need some preliminary results.

A descending chain of ideals Ix > 72 > • ■ • of any ring T gives rise to the

inverse system of rings {T/L}i>x. Its maps are the obvious ones. In particu-

lar, for any ideal I C A one obtains the inverse systems of rings {A/P}a>x and

{S(P)/S(P)>s}s>i, where S(P)>a = 0,>sSlF.

PROPOSITION 1.5. Let I be an ideal of A such that R = A/1 is smooth over
k.  Then {A/P}s>x — {S(P)/S(P)>s}8>i (as inverse systems of rings).

PROOF. Note first that SlP ~ P/P+1 because of smoothness. The smoothness

of R implies also that we have the splitting exact sequence

0 -1112 -* nA/k ® a/1 ^ nR/k -» 0.

Let 7 : üA/k ® A/1 —► I/I2 be a splitting of I/I2 —> üA/k ® A/1. For f G Awe put

dxf = i(df), where df denotes the image of df in UA/k <g> A/1. It follows from the

definition of dx : A —> I/I2 that di is an extension of the natural homomorphism

/ -♦ 1112.
We denote by do the natural homomorphism A —> A/I. The association Xx —>

doXi + dxXi G S(P) defines d: A —> S(P)—the homomorphism of fc-algebras. We

are going to prove that for each s > 1 the composition A —> S(P) —> S(P)/S(P)>3

induces the isomorphism of A/P with S(P)/S(P)>S.

Let d¿: A —* P/P+1 denote the zth component of d. It is easy to check that

do and di coincide with the previously defined do and di. We have di(fg) =

^j+k-idjif)dk(g) since d is a homomorphism.

We claim that d, restricted to P is the natural homomorphism P —> P/P+1 for

i > 0. This is true for i = 0 and i = 1. Let / G I1-1 and g G I. By induction

di(fg) =di-x(f),

dx(g) = (image of / in P-1/^)(miage 0f g in I/I2)

= image of fg in P/P+1.

This proves the claim since P is additively generated by the elements of the form fg

with / G P"1 and g G I. It follows that for s > 1 the composition of d with S(P) —>

S(P)/S(P)>s induces ips: A/P —» S(P)/S(P)>S, which is a monomorphism.
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To prove that <ps is onto, it suffices to show that the homogeneous elements

°f ©¿<s-i |S"^> differ from the image of d by S(P)>S. Let x be such an element

°f ©¿<s-i SlP with degx — i (i < s — 1). Then there exists a G P such that

di(a) — x. We shall define inductively a sequence of elements {oj}t<j<s-i with

aj G P. Put o¿ = a. Suppose the sequence a¿,a¿+i,... ,ak has been defined

with aj G P for i < j < k. Let ak+x be an element of Ik+1 such that dk+xak+x =

-dfc+i(o¿+a¿+iH-l-Ofc). Then it is easy to check that d(X!v=¿ ctj) — x G S(P)>¡¡.

This finishes the proof since the isomorphisms <ps are obviously compatible with

the maps of both inverse systems in question.

REMARK. It follows from the proof that <ps maps I/P isomorphically onto

S+/S(P)>s.

LEMMA 1.6. Let J be an ideal of A such that I D J D Is, and let <p2S(J/I2s) =

K/S(P)>2s- Then J/J2 ~ K/K2 as modules over A/J and S(P)/K, respectively,

identified by the isomorphism induced by <p2s-

PROOF. One has to prove only that K2 D S(P)>2s- We have <p2S(P/I2s) =

S(P)>s/S(P)>2s- It follows that K D S(P)>3, since J D Is and <p2s(J/I2s) =

K/S(P)>2s- Hence K2 D 5(F)>2s.

PROPOSITION 1.7. Let R be a smooth k-algebra, and let P be a projective

R-module. Then every projective S(P)-module is extended from R.

PROOF. By [1] a projective S(F)-module is extended from R if it is locally

so. One has to now invoke Lindel's theorem, which says that every projective

T[XX,X2, ■ ■ ■ ,Xn]-module is free for any local ring T which is a localization of a

smooth fc-algebra.

PROPOSITION 1.8. Let T be a (connected) Cohen-Macaulay ring and K its

ideal, with htK = n and K/K2 free over T/K with rk K/K2 = n. Then there
exists an ideal K' C K such that radii' = radii, K' is a homomorphic image

of a projective module of rank n and, moreover, K'/(K')2 is free over T/K' with

rk K'/(K')2 = n.

PROOF. The existence of K' which satisfies the first two conditions has been

proved in [2]. The proof actually shows that there exists t G T such that (K1, t) = T

and K[ is generated by n elements. It follows that K[ is generated by a regu-

lar sequence, since ht K't = ht if' — n and T is Cohen-Macaulay. We infer that

K'/(K')2 = K't/(K't)2 is free over T/K' with rkif'/(if')2 = n.

We can now prove Theorem 1.1. Suppose that i is a stci. This means that

there exists an ideal J C A and s > 1 such that J is a complete intersection

and Is C J C I. Put p2s(J/I2s) = K/S(P)>2s- It follows from Lemma 1.6

that K/K2 is free over S(P)/K. We have rk K/K2 = rk J/J2 = ht J = ht I
and htif = rkP = htl since S(P)>2a C K C S+.   Therefore by Proposition

1.8 there exists an exact sequence Q —► K' —> 0, where Q is 5(P)-projective of

rank equal to htl, K' c K, radii' = radu and K'/(K')2 is free over S(P)/K'

with rkü'(ü')2 = ht F / induces an isomorphism Q/K'Q a if'/(if')2, since

both modules are projective of the same rank. So Q/K'Q is free over S(P)/K'.

Q/S+Q ~ Q/K'Q ® S/S+ since K' C S+.  So Q/S+Q is free over S/S+ ~ P.
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By Proposition 1.7 Q is free. It follows that K' is a complete intersection ideal of

S(P). So S+ is a stci since radii' = radu and radii = S+.

Suppose now that S+ is a stci. Then there exists s > 1 and an ideal K of

S(P) such that K is a complete intersection and S(P)>a C K c S+. In the same

way as before, we can show that there exists J c A such that rad J = rad 7 and

J/J2 free over A/J with rk J/J2 — htl. It follows from Proposition 1.8 and the

Quillen-Suslin theorem that J is a stci. So i is a stci since rad J = rad F

2°. A conormal module of smooth stci in codimension 2 case. For any

affine Cohen-Macaulay (CM) fc-algebra P ur will denote its canonical module. We

refer to [7] for its basic properties. Here we note only that in case P is smooth over

k LúR ~ f\ >m    fiß/fc. So, in particular, lor is projective of rank 1.

DEFINITION. Let P be an affine CM /c-algebra. P is called Gorenstein if wr ~ P.

PROPOSITION 2.1 (SERRE, QuilLEN, SUSLIN). Let I be an ideal of A with

htl = 2. If F = A/I is Gorenstein, then I is a complete intersection.

REMARK. It follows from Propositions 2.1 and 1.5 that to prove that i is a stci

( A/Fsmooth and ht I = 2) one has to show that there exist t > 1 and an ideal K

of S(P)<t = 5(P)/©t>t+1 S*(P) such that KcS$t = ©0<l<t S*P and the ring

S(P)<t/K is Gorenstein.

Let í > 0 and let ip: S(P))<t —* uj (u> = ojr) be an P-linear map. We define

<p>: S(P)<t -> Hom(5(P)<ijW) by <p'(x)(y) = p(xy) with x,y G S(P)<t.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be an affine smooth k-algebra, and let P be a projec-

tive R-module. For t > 0 the following conditions are eguivalent:

Io. There exists an ideal K c S(P)<t such that K c S<t and S(P)<t/K is

Gorenstein,

2°. There exists 0 ^ ¡p: S(P)<t —> w such that <p' is of constant rank (i.e., the

rank of <p' ® k(x): S(P)<t <8> k(x) —y Hom(5(F)<t, w) ® k(x) does not depend on

x G SpecP).

3°.  There exists 0 ^ <p: S(P)<t —> w such that cokenp' is projective.

REMARK. It was proved in [3] that the existence of a homogeneous ideal K

which satisfies the conditions of Io is equivalent to the existence of 0 < j < t and

0 ^ <p G Hom(5(P)<t, uj) such that <p\j^i<tSzP = 0 and tp' satisfies the condition

of 2°.
Moreover, there is an example of a smooth surface in A4 with a coordinate ring

R and conormal module F for which such a 'homogeneous" <p does not exist for

any value of t [3].

For the proof of Proposition 2.2 we shall need the following lemma, which can

be easily deduced from the results of [7].

LEMMA 2.3. Let f:R —> S be a homomorphism of affine CM k-algebras

which makes S into a finitely generated R-module. If dim P = dimS, then u>s —

Homñ(5, (jJr). Moreover, the S-module structure ofu>s is induced by that of S.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.2. Let 7: M -> N be a homomorphism of projec-

tive R-modules (P any noetherian ring). It is well known (and easy to prove) that

coker7 is projective if and only if 7 has a constant rank in Spec P. This shows the

equivalence 2° and 3°.
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Suppose now that there exists 0 ^ p G Hom(5(P)<t,w) such that cokenp' is

projective. Put K = ker^'. One can easily check that K is an ideal of S(P)<t-

Let x = Y,l=o Xi G K with xo ^ 0, and let s be the largest number i (i < t) with

the property that plS^P) ¿ 0. We have

0 = p'(x)(Ss(P)) = p(xS°(P)) = p(x0Ss(P)) = x0<p(Ss(P)).

It follows that p(S3(P)) — 0 since w is torsion free. This contradicts the way

s was defined. So x0 — 0 and K C S<t. We claim that S(P)<t/K = Imp'

is Gorenstein. S(P)<t/K is P-projective since the exact sequence 0 —> Im^>' —►

Hom(5(P)<t,w) —» coker<p' -♦ 0 splits. It follows that S(P)<t/K is CM, since
S(P)<t/K is a finitely generated projective R-module and R is smooth. Applying

Lemma 2.3 with S = S(P)<t/K, we get

UJB ~ {/ G Eom(S(P)<t,üj) \Kf = 0} = Anih* rlomR(S(P)<t,uj),

where B = S(P)<t/K. (Note that dim F = dim F.) It follows from the way K
was defined that K = {x G S(P)<t [ x<p = 0}. We claim Anihx rlom.R(S(P)<t,u>)
is (freely) generated as a F-module by p. This will prove that wg ~ B and B is

Gorenstein. Let g G Anih^ Hom(S(P)<í,u;). Then g induces g': Imp' —> w. Imp'

is a direct summand of Hom(S(P)<t,o;) since cokerp' is projective. Therefore g'

can be extended to a homomorphism Hom(S'(F)<t,a;) —» w. Every such homomor-

phism is given by the evaluation on some r G S(P)<t since w is projective of rank

1. So for x G S(P)<t we.have

g(x) = g'p'(x) = <p'(x)(r) = p>(xr) = (r<p)(x).

Hence g = rp and Anih^ Hom(S(P)<t,u;) is generated by p as claimed.

Let now K be an ideal of S(P)<t such that K C S^t and B = S(P)<t/K is

Gorenstein. Applying Lemma 2.3 again, we get B ~ Homß(P,u;). Let p>: S(P)<t

->wbea composition of the natural homomorphism S(P)<t —> B and an element

of Homfi(P,u>) which corresponds to 1 G B. Obviously p / 0. We claim that

coker^' is projective. F is a projective P-module since B is CM, and the splitting

exact sequence 0 —» K —y S(P)<t -»ß->0 induces the splitting exact sequence

0 -> Uom(B,u) -> Hom(S(P)<t,w) -» Hom(Ä» -* 0.

One can check that cokerip' = Rom(K,uj). So cokerip' is projective as claimed,

since K is projective. We shall need later the following two lemmas:

LEMMA 2.4. Let 0 £ p> G Hom(S(P)<t,w) satisfy the condition 2° (or 3°) of

Proposition 2.2.  Then p> | 5<t : S<t —► u is onto unless kerp' D 5<t.

PROOF. If p | S<t is not onto, then there exists x G Spec R such that p® k(x) [

S<t ® ^(x) *s zero- ^ follows that rank p' ® fc(x) < 1. So rank<£>' = 1 since ¡p ̂  0.

From the local matrix presentation of <p' we get that p | S<t = 0 and ker <£>' D

Let p G rlom(S(P)<t,uj). We define p" : ©0<J<t S*P -» Hom(©0<î<t S'P.w)

as follows: £>"(x)(j/) = <p(xy), where x,y 6 ©0<¿<t Sl(P). In the sequel F and F

will have the same meaning as in Proposition 2.2 unless explicitly stated otherwise.
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LEMMA 2.5. Suppose 0 ^ p G Hom(S(P)<t, w) with t > 2 has the property

that p" is of constant rank. Then p \ 5<t is onto unless kerp' D ©2<¿<t S1 P.

PROOF. If p | 5<t is not onto, then similarly, as before, there exists x G Spec F

such that p (g> k(x) [ S<t ® k(x) is zero. From the way p" was defined, we infer that

p" <g> k(x) is zero. So p" = 0, since p" is of constant rank. It follows easily that

kerp' D ©2<¿<t SlP, which was to be proved.

From the above two lemmas and the local matrix presentation of p' (in the

suitable bases) one can easily deduce the following:

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let 0 ¿ prlom(S(P)<t,u:) with rankP = 2 and t > 2.

Suppose that kerp' j5 ©2<i<t SlP. Then p' is of constant rank if and only if p"

is of constant rank. (In fact rank(^>' ® k(x)) = rank(<£>" <8> k(x)) + 2 for x G Spec P.)

THEOREM 2.7. Let rankP = 2. There exists an ideal K C S(P)<t such that

K C S<t and S(P)<t/K is Gorenstein for t = 0,1 or 2 if and only if one of the
following conditions holds:

(a) w ~ P.

(b) There exits / : P —> w which is onto.

(c) There exists 0 ^ /: S2P —y u such that the induced map P —> Hom(F, w) is

of constant rank.

PROOF. There is no problem with (a). The necessity of (b) and (c) follow from

Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.6 respectively.

Suppose now that /: P —» w is onto. Put ip — (0, f): R® P —> u>. One checks

easily that p' is of constant rank. Also p — (0,0, /) : R 8 P 8 S2P —y u> does the

job for (c). This finishes the proof.

The next result shows that the case t = 3 is more complicated.

THEOREM 2.8. Suppose rankP = 2 and \ G R. There exists an ideal K C

5(F)<3 such that K C 5<3, K ;zS S3P and S(P)<s/K is Gorenstein if and only

if one of the following conditions holds :

(a) There exists 0 ^ /: S3P —> u> such that the induced map P —* Hom(52P,u>)

is of constant rank.

(b) There exists a nontrivial decomposition P = Px 8 P2 and f: (Px <S> P2) 8

P®3 —y u) which is onto and has the property that f | P®   ^ 0.

For the proof of Theorem 2.8 we shall need some preliminary notions and results.

DEFINITION. Let Q be a projective P-module (R any noetherian ring) and w a

rank 1 projective F-module. Q is called a quadratic w-valued space if there exists

a nonsingular symmetric bilinear pairing ( , ):QxQ->w. (Nonsingular means

that the induced map Q —* Hom(Q,u;) is an isomorphism.)

LEMMA 2.9. Let P be a projective R-module R a domain), and let ui be a

projective R-module of rank 1. Suppose f:P—y Hom(P, w) is of constant rank and

has the property that f(x)(y) = f(y)(x) for x,y G P.  Then
1°. (x,y) — f(x)(y) for x,y G P defines a symmetric pairing on P.

2°. Im/ with the pairing (f(x),f(y)) = f(x)(y) is a guadratic oj-valued space.

3°. / is compatible with the pairings on Q and Im/.

PROOF. Easy exercise.
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For any projective R-module U with a symmetric bilinear w-valued pairing

ß: U xU —y u), one can define a quadratic w-valued space M(U, ß) in the following

way: Put M(U, ß) = U® Hom(t/, oj) and (u + /, v + g) = ß(u, v) + f(v) + g(u).

DEFINITION. A quadratic lj-valued space is called split metabolic if it is iso-

metric with some M(U,ß). A quadratic w-valued space isometric with M(U,0) is

called hyperbolic.

LEMMA 2.10. Suppose jgÄ. Then every split metabolic quadratic uj-valued

space is hyperbolic.

PROOF. This result was proved in [7] in case w = P. It is easy to see that the

same proof carries over to the case of arbitrary rank 1 projective w.

PROPOSITION 2.11. Let R be a regular domain such that \ G R. Suppose Q

is a rank 2 uj-valued quadratic space which contains a nonzero isotropic element.

Then Q is hyperbolic.

Proof. Let 0 ^ x G Q such that (x,x) = 0. Put S = {s G Q \ 30 ^ r G R
such that rs G Rx}. We obviously have (S, S) = 0. We claim that S = S1- = {a G

Q | (a, S) = 0}. Suppose 5 % 5X. Then rank S1 = 2 since Q/S is torsion free. If
rank SL = 2, then Q/S1- is torsion and (Q, S) = 0, a contradiction. So S = S1- is

claimed.

We claim now that Q/S is projective. We can assume that dim R > 2 and R is

local. If Q/S is not projective, then Q/S ~ I, where I is an ideal of R with ht I > 2.

So we have the exact sequence 0—y S —y Q ^* I —y 0. Let p: Q —y Hom(Q,a;)

denote the homomorphism induced by ( , ) on Q, and let us put ps = (s, ): Q —y lj

for s G S. Every <ps factors through 7, and each homomorphism I —► u) ~ R is

given by multiplication, since depth I > 2. So for a G Q, <pa(a) = 7(a)\(s) with

X(s) G u and 5 = S1- ~ Hom(Q/S, w) ~ Hom(/,u;) — w. Moreover, the obtained

isomorphism of S with u is given by À. F is local, so Q ~ R2 and J is a ht 2

complete intersection. Let 7(ei) = x, 7(e2) = y, where ei,e2 is a canonical basis

of F2 and x,y form a regular sequence. 5 = R(—y,x) and X(-y, x) = r G R ~ w

with r invertible. For s = (—y,x) we have (s,ei) = ps(cx) = 7(ei)A(a) = rx, and

similarly (s,e2) = ry. Put a = (ex,ex), b — (ei,e2) and c = (e2,e2). We obtain the

equalities

(1) —ya + xb = rx,

(2) — yb + xc — ry.

It follows from (1) that b = r+ay for some a G R since x, y form a regular sequence.

If we plug this in (2), we get xc = y(2r + ay). For the same reason as above, we

conclude that 2r + ay = ßx for some ß G R. This is a contradiction, since 2r is

invertible. We infer that Q/S is projective. So Q = U 8 S with U ~ Q/S. The
association s —> <ps | U defines a homomorphism S —* Horn (F, uj), which is an

isomorphism, since S = S-1. It follows that Q is isometric with M(U,ß), where ß

denotes the restriction of the pairing on Q to U. So by Lemma 2.10 Q is hyperbolic,

which was to be proved.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.8. Suppose K is an ideal of S(P)<3 which has all the
required properties. Then by Proposition 2.2 there exists 0 ^ p G Hom(S'(F)<3, w)

such that p': S(P)<3 —» Hom(S,(F)<3,o;) is of constant rank. We can apply

Proposition 2.6 since K = ker<p'  2$ S3P.   Thus p" is of constant rank.   Let
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p= (íPo,(Pi,p2.P3): F 8 P 8 S^P 8 S3P -+w, and let xG Spec P. lî ex,e2 form
a base of P (g) fc(x), then we take ei ® ei, ei ® e2, e2 ® e2 as a base of S2P ® fc(x)

and ei ® ei ® ei, ei ® ei ® e2, ei ® e2 ® e2, e2 ® e2 ® e2 as a base of S3P g) k(x).

Let p2 O fc(x) : S2(P) ® k(x) -yu® k(x) and p3 ® fc(x): S3(P) ® fc(x) -+ w ® fc(x)
have a presentation [61,62,63] and [ci,c2,03,04], respectively, in the above chosen

bases (bi,Cj G k(x)). Then

f bx, 62, d, c2, c3^

62, 63, c2, c3, c4

ci, c2, 0, 0, 0

C2, c3, 0, 0, 0

^c3, c4, 0, 0, 0 y

is a matrix of <p" ® k(x) whose determinant is zero. An easy calculation of the

minors shows that rank <p" ® k(x) = 4 if and only if

rankfCl'C2'C3V2
\C2,C3,C4J

and rank p" ® k(x) = 3 implies that

rank(Cl'C2'C3)=l.

\C2,C3,C4J

We conclude that if rank <p" = 4 or 3, then p3 ^ 0 and the map F —> Hom(52P, u)

is of constant rank. Suppose now that rankip" = 2 and put Q = Imp". Then by

Lemma 2.9 Q is a rank 2 quadratic w-valued space. p"(S2P) / 0, since otherwise

we would have p3 = 0 and K = ker^' D S3P. Moreover, (p>"(S2P),p"(S2P)) =

(S2P,S2P) = 0. So it follows from Proposition 2.11 that Q is hyperbolic. Let

p"=(ff1,fA:P® S2P °^° U 8 Hom(<y, w),
\Í3,f4j

where F is a rank 1 projective,

h G Hom(P, U),    /a G Hom(52P, Í/),

/3 G Hom(F, Hom(i/, w)),    /4 G Hom(52P, Hom(F, w)).

Every isotropic element of U®Hom(U,u>) is either contained in U or in rlom(U,oj),

since F is of rank 1 and \ G R. It follows that S2P = ker /2 Uker /4. For symmetry

reasons we can assume that S2P = ker/4 and /4 = 0 (since Hom(Hom(í7, w),w) ~

t/). It follows that f3: P -> Eom(U,w) is onto. So P ~ Px 8 P2, with Px =
rlom(U,ui) and P2 = ker/3. Using the surjectivity of p" again, we infer that

(/1, /a) : -P2 8 52F -> U is onto. We claim that /2 | (i\ ® P2) 8 P2®2 = 0. We have

p3(P2® S2P) = (P2,S2P) = (p"(P2),p"(S2P)) = ([fx(P2),0[,[f2(S2P),0[) = 0.

f3 ^ 0, since otherwise p>" would not be onto. Let x G P be such that /s(x) ^ 0.

Then
0 = p3(x ®P2®P) = (x, P2®P) = (p"(x), <p"(P2 ® P))

= ([fX(x), f3(x)}, [f2(P2 ® P)A) = Mx)(f2(P2 9 P))-
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So /2(P2 ® F) = 0 as claimed, since U is of rank 1. We infer that (fx,f2 \ P®2) :

F2 8 F®2 —y U is onto and /2 | Pf2 ^ 0, because otherwise we would get p3 = 0

and K = kerp' D S3P.   U ~ Hom(Hom(C/>),w) = Hom(Pi,w) ¡a Pf-1 ® w.

Tensoring the map F2 8 P®2 -* U by Pi, we get a surjection (Pi ® F2) 8 P®3 -> w

such that the induced map P®3 —► w is nonzero.

If rank<p" < 1, then a local matrix presentation of p" shows that p>% = 0, which

implies that K = kerp' D S3P. So the rankip" < 1 case is impossible.

The sufficiency of (a) can be dealt with in the same way as the sufficiencies of

(b) and (c) of Theorem 2.7. To prove the sufficiency of (b), we define

<P = (<Po,<Pi,<P2,p3): R®P® S2P8 S3P -» (j

in the following way:

^0 = ^1=0,      p2|Pl®P2 = /|Pl®P2,      <P3\P?3 = f\P193

and

P2 I (Pf" © Pf2) = ^\P2® S2P = 0.

It is easy to check, using the local matrix presentation of p" (for p defined as

above), that rank<p" ® k(x) = 2 for all x G Spec P. This finishes the proof of

Theorem 2.8.

REMARK. Unfortunately we have not been able to settle (completely) the prob-

lem of the existence of Gorenstein factor rings of S(P)<t in case t = A.

Combining Proposition 1.5, the remark following Proposition 2.1, Theorem 2.7

and Theorem 2.8 together, one obtains the following:

COROLLARY 2.12. Let I be an ideal of A = k[Xx,X2,...,Xn}, (char Ac / 2)
with htl — 2 such that R = A/I is smooth over k. Then I is a stci of index < A,

i.e., there exist a complete intersection ideal J such that I D J D Is for s = 1,2,3

or A if and only if one of the following conditions holds:

(a) u ~ P.

(b) There exists 0 ^ / : P —> w which is onto.

(c) There exists 0 ^ f: S2P —♦ w such that the induced map P —> Hom(P, w) is

of constant rank.

(d) There exists 0 ^ f: S3P —> w such that the induced map P —> Hom(52P, w)

is of constant rank.

(e) There exists a nontrivial decomposition P = Px 8 P2 and 0 ^ / : (Pi ®P2)(B

Pf3 -» w wfe'c/i is onio, w/iere P = J//2 and w = (A2^//2))®-1.

REMARK. It follows from [3] that each of the conditions (a)-(d) implies that

c2(P) is torsion. Unfortunately it does not seem possible to conclude c2(P)-torsion

from (e). So the original belief we had that for a smooth variety the property of

being a stci might impose some nontrivial condition on the Chern classes of its

conormal bundle got considerably shattered.
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